SUMMARY OF THE SURVEY, IMPACT OF THE PROJECT STVN ON STUDENTS
1. 10. 2016 – 26. 2. 2017
The survey was made among 46 partners students – Romanians, Hungarians and Czechs.
Each of them answered questions in a positive way, they stated to learn a lot, got new skills.
The main benefit was gained in improvement of communicative skills, making new friends,
learning other manners and culture.
QUESTIONS:
1 Describe contribution of your involvement in the project to your professional
knowledge, skills. What new information have you got, what have you learned?
Students have got knowledge of IT programmes such as Adobe premiere, photoshop, green
screen. They learned to make images in flash, create logos, edit videos. This was taught in
workshops, in school lessons and learners extended knowledge on their own.
2 Have you improved your language and communicative skills?
Name ways of communication you used during work in the project.
Improvement of communicative skills was considered to be particularly valuable. Students
had to speak intensively while creating videos in international teams, making experiments in
science lessons, giving explanation of set tasks, asking and answering questions. They also
interviewed others, made presentation about their countries. As for writing skills they wrote
subtitles, labels, translate texts. Some of them have become motivated to improve their
English.
As for learning basic Romanian social vocabulary they could use greetings, also in public
places.
3 Has the project made, motivated you to study on your own?
How have you done it? What have you learned?
Most of respondents stated the same knowledge and skills described in the point 1 which they
had to improve on their own while completing project tasks (videos, presentations, logos) in
their leisure time. They used the Internet, asked teachers to solve some problems. Some were
motivated to get information above demanded tasks, some got new ideas to think about.
4 Has the project work improved your personality – reliability, responsibility, ability to
work in a team?
Participating students enjoyed cooperation in teams, doing activities together which improved
their ability of team work, social skills, leadership. They learned to complete set tasks, come
to meeting points on time. Some admitted they overcame their shyness, became more open to
people, were made to communicate. What cannot be neglected they had to take care of
themselves during travelling, accommodation, be polite, wear appropriate clothes.
5 What do you think about the project general contribution to studies. Are they worth
doing them?
Each of students found his involvement into the project valuable. They found other ways how
to study, motivation to study more, ideas what to do in the future. Most of them appreciated
meeting new people, learning about other countries, exploring their culture. Many of students
wrote that personal way of learning helps to disprove falsehood, learn the honest truth, make
love other nations, find similarities, reveal nice persons.

